SAMPLE ACCOMMODATIONS for MAINSTREAMED STUDENT

Accommodations

Materials/ Books/ Equipment

- Access to Computer
- Folder for Homework
- Modified Homework and/or Classwork
- Organization Folder
- Pencil with Adaptive Grip and attached weight
- Visual Aids

Tests/ Quizzes/ Assessments

- Alternative Setting
- Alternative Tests
- Extra Response Time
- Extra Time – Tests/Projects/Written Work
- Modified Tests
- Orally Read Tests/ Directions
- Reader if needed
- Rephrase Test Questions/ Directions
- Shortened Tasks

Grading

- No Handwriting Penalty

Organization

- Daily Homework List
- Folders to Hold Work
- Posted Schedule
- Visual Schedule
- Visual Supports
Environment
- Clear and concise expectations
- Cue expected behavior
- Positive reinforcement
- Preferential Seating
- Reduced distractions
- Teacher Modeling

Behavioral Interventions and Support
- Break between tasks
- Positive reinforcement
- Sensory breaks between tasks
- Visual supports

Instructional Strategies
- Check work in progress
- Clear and concise directions
- Concrete examples
- Cueing/Prompts
- Give examples
- Have student restate information
- Manipulatives
- Multi-sensory approach
- Picture schedules
- Provide models
- Review directions

Other
- Air conditioning
- Water bottle (provided by parent)
- Cooling vest (provided by parent)
- 1:1 medical paraprofessional support
- No attendance penalty

Therapies
- Speech and Language
- Special Education services
- Occupational Therapy
- Physical Therapy
- Psychological Services
- Medical Paraprofessional Support throughout school year